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[section 1.1]

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE PROCESS
Why Does a Village Need a Plan?

A comprehensive plan helps a community face the future with confidence. Communities
also prepare comprehensive plans for legal reasons. Nebraska State Statues enable cities,
towns, and villages to adopt zoning ordinances to promote the “health, safety, morals, or
general welfare of the community.” Zoning ordinances recognize that people in a community
live cooperatively and have certain responsibilities to one another. In this recognition, these
ordinances establish rules that govern how land is developed within the corporate limits and
its extra-territorial jurisdiction. Most of Nebraska’s communities and many of its counties
protect the value and health of properties through zoning controls.

However, under Nebraska law, a village may not enact a zoning ordinance without first
adopting a comprehensive development plan. The rationale for this requirement is that
zoning regulations should not be arbitrary, but should follow an accepted and reasonable
concept of how the community should develop. Under the law, a comprehensive development
plan must address, at a minimum, the following issues:
		Public Facilities
		Land Use
		Annexation
		Transportation
		Energy Element (villages are exempt)

This comprehensive plan update serves dual purposes. It serves a legal purpose, but it also
serves a “road map” for the village’s future. This “road map” identifies where the community
previously was, currently stands, and in what direction (figuratively and literally) Greenwood
wants to go. The process involves engaging the community for their input, aspirations, and
thoughts of the future of Greenwood.
When the community and leadership decide on its direction, the comprehensive plan should
reflect the community’s desires. After defining goals and objectives, policies are formulated
to support the community’s view on future development. These policies will be reflected
in the zoning and subdivision regulations to coordinate with this collaborative view. The
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comprehensive plan is more of a business plan for public investment. Zoning can be viewed
as the regulatory “road signs” that dictate specific information to be followed in order for the
village to reach its destination. Although this comprehensive plan coordinates and reflects
the village’s zoning, they are two separate documents for two separate intentions.
[section 1.2]

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

Welcome to Greenwood, Nebraska

The Village of Greenwood, located in northwest Cass County, is poised for opportunity
because of its location between Omaha and Lincoln. The two metropolitan areas provide
Greenwood residents with many different services, amenities, and employment options.
The traditional bedroom community of Greenwood has remained stable with its population
and economy, and comfortable with how it does business. However, as Lincoln and Omaha
continue to grow and expand, Greenwood could be affected. Development encroachment
from both sides of Highway 6 and the interstate may prove difficult to continue the status quo
and may affect Greenwood’s character if it is not protected. It is better to be proactive than
reactive to future changes when it comes to community development. In Greenwood’s case,
this is particularly important since it is a smaller community between two large and growing
metropolises.
More than half of the Nebraska’s population (55.2%) is located in Cass, Douglas, Lancaster,
Sarpy, and Saunders Counties. The one million residents in these five counties can easily
access Greenwood with U.S. Highway 6 or Interstate 80. In fact, the Village of Greenwood is
right in the middle of all of this concentrated population and heavy-hitting economic action.
It behooves the Village of Greenwood to capitalize on this opportunity.
Figure 1: Location of Greenwood
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Brief History

Greenwood grew as a direct result of the agricultural settlement of the Great Plains and was
opened to development due to the extension of transportation systems. The confluence of the
Missouri and Platte Rivers in northeast Cass County attracted many hunters and trappers as
early as 1730. One hunter and trapper by the name of Silas Greenwood, came to the area in
1830 from the east coast. Many other people traveled through the area but the town wasn’t
settled until the 1850s when permanent settlers established farms and a school. The town
was then platted by the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad in 1869 and named after the
first known settler of the area, Silas Greenwood.
The railroad depot at Greenwood was a local agricultural service center. By 1880, there
were three elevators built that solidified Greenwood as an ideal place for grain storage and
shipment. Greenwood defined itself from other towns in the area by having a grain elevator
rather than a flour mill.

The Greenwood Farmers Union Cooperative Association was organized by area farmers
in 1919 for a marketing organization to assist farmers for mutual advantage. In 1920,
Greenwood had gained the reputation “Grain Giant of Elevators.” The coop expanded with the
first concrete elevator in the 1950s and the second followed shortly afterward in 1960. This
coincided with the interstate highway system being built south of the village.
Multiple agricultural economies have placed hardships on family farms and affected the
Greenwood economy more than others because it plays such a large part. The 1980s farm
crisis led to the consolidation of many rural school districts, Greenwood included. The
Greenwood School was closed in 1986 and students are now bussed northeast to Ashland.
The rural population declined, and the agricultural economy slowed due to the decrease
in Greenwood’s population. Greenwood was not alone in the decline because many rural
communities experienced similar events.

The village’s relationship to agriculture, railroad, and highway systems has sustained
Greenwood’s economy. Despite the rise of high speed, limited access automobile traffic on
Interstate 80 since the 1960s, Highway 6 is still a defining factor for the village and links
it to the interstate. Greenwood is in a promising situation with its own “Greenwood Exit”
inadvertently marketing the village for the tens of thousands of people traveling on Interstate
80.
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The Village of Greenwood was established in Township 12 North, Range 9 East within Section
32. The following map depicts the location of the original plat (shown in gray) with the
current corporate limits and extraterritorial jurisdiction boundaries. Because the village was
platted by the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad, the village was oriented to the rail line,
and is shown in the map below, passing diagonally through the center of the village.
With the exception of expanding west into Section 31 and annexing a large parcel in Section
6 of Township 11 North and Range 9 East (Figure X??) on the south side, Greenwood is still
oriented to the railroad.

The original railroad layout platted 25’ feet wide commercial lots for storefronts that focused
on pedestrian traffic from the Depot.
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Map 1: Orientation of Greenwood
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Analyzing Greenwood’s Original Plat

With an expectation of 2.5 people per household and excluding the boundary-lined lots, the
residential expectation of 22 full blocks (12 lots per block) would generate more than 264
households in this plat which would be a build out of more than 660 residents. As the layout
suggests, the railroad used all of the land within Section 32, and its boundary line as the
western edge of Greenwood; therefore, fewer residential lots were platted on the west side
of the tracks than the east side. As an assumption, the commercial district was located on the
east side because it had better access to a larger portion of the residential population and the
depot.

Railroads and land companies that sold the lots knew that they had a limited time to sell lots
at premium prices because the railroad continued building a new town or connection point.
If lot sales were hard to come by, reduced rates or potential vacancy of the original plat lots,
or even blocks were common. Since the railroad never knew what town was going to be a
boom or bust, similar patterns within plats were generated in the hopes that lots sold quickly.
In Greenwood’s case, a focus
on creating a business district
consisting of smaller commercial
lots, lining 2nd Street (known
today as Main), 3rd Street, and
Broad Street, the railroad would be
able to sell more lots with prime
locations for real estate. A large
number of commercial lots, 183,
were originally platted in the hopes
that additional residential sales and
expansion would be warranted.
These commercial lots were not
platted only to serve residential
population, but also transient
population near the depot. As
travelers and residents exited the
train and depot area, commercial
lots faced Second and Third
Street to create visual corridors of
commercial business and a larger
impression on a traveler standing at
these intersections of Broad Street.
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Although the railroad no longer carries passengers from Greenwood Depot, the importance
of the existing railroad still has its presence in Greenwood. The location and orientation
of U.S. Highway 6 replaced the railroad, the lifeline of the original plat, but maintains
the village’s functionality. Highway 6 parallels the Burlington rail line as it replaced the
previously named South Depot Street (shown in Figure ??). As Greenwood continued to build
its agricultural industry, the platted lots of the original layout began to change and morph
into its current configuration. The railroad expected commercial business on the east side
of the railroad tracks. However, shortly after the town was platted, the increased demand
and supply for agricultural industry began to change the course of Greenwood and how it
developed. Grain silos were built on the west side of the tracks and “disrupted” the original
layout. As will be shown in the Existing Land Use section, the commercial land uses reflect
the agricultural history of Greenwood. The commercial district still exists but does not
resemble what was originally thought of when laying out Greenwood. Although there are still
remnants of 25 foot lots, most lots along Main Street (originally 2nd Street), 3rd Street, and
Broad Street have been consolidated. The southeast corner of Main Street and Broad Street is
the only example that resembles the original 25 foot business lots even though the buildings
may occupy multiple lots or are vacant today. Therefore, the pedestrian-friendly atmosphere
that was originally intended with the 25 foot lots, has now been lost.
Map 2: Current Greenwood Parcels and Corporate Limits
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[section 2.1]

INTRODUCTION

The Profile Chapter of any comprehensive plan establishes past trends and a current
‘snapshot’ of the community. Multiple variables affect how a community grows, does its
business, and houses its population. There are three main components that interact with one
another consistently through the lifespan of any community: population, housing, and jobs.
Each component plays off of the other, reacts to internal and external conditions, or provides
opportunities to the community. This Profile Chapter will report on population, housing,
economic development, natural conditions, existing land use, and existing transportation
system to establish: “Greenwood: what do they stand for?”
WHO (Population)
HOW (Type of Housing)
WHAT (Jobs)
WHERE (Physical Location/Characteristics of Community)

As part of the process of establishing the characteristics of Greenwood, this comprehensive
plan update should acknowledge the previous comprehensive plan which was updated in
1992. The village had recently experienced a devastating agricultural decline in its economy
as well as population loss. The village identified these issues and has remained stable since.
The Profile Greenwood consists of:
		• Population
		• Economy
		• Housing
		
• Existing Land Use
		
• Public Facilities
		
• Existing Transportation
		
• Natural Conditions
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[section 2.2]

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE
Population

As previously mentioned and as the population trends will show, Greenwood has seen
variation in its population trends. As expected, due to the boom-bust nature of railroad
towns, Greenwood’s population skyrocketed over 500 during the continued railroad
expansion in the late 1800s, having agricultural success, and capitalizing on its grain-specific
industry and storage. There was an agricultural setback during the 1890s as crops were
destroyed by grasshoppers. This may have led to Greenwood’s population decline which
happened rapidly after 1900.
Figure 3: Historic Population

Despite the initial drop in population of the 1980s, Greenwood has modestly grown since
1990. As a whole, Cass County has consistently grown since 1970. When compared to other
Cass County communities, Greenwood has fared better than most, especially in more recent
years with only Louisville, South Bend, and Greenwood gaining population since 2000.
As seen in the following chart, the unincorporated areas of Cass County have increased
substantially (5,707) compared to growth in the municipalities (1,458). This rural population
increase can put a strain on the county infrastructure and resulting costs when supplying
these unincorporated areas of Cass County.
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Table 1: Cass County Communities - Historical Population
Community
Alvo
Avoca
Cedar Creek
Eagle
Elmwood
Greenwood
Louisville
Manley
Murdock
Murray
Nehawka
Plattsmouth
South Bend
Union
Weeping Water
Incorporated Areas

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

157

144

164

142

132

441

506

832

587

1,047

1,105

1,024

1,036

1,022

998

1,046

1,106

286

465

418

481

229

242

119

311

548

598

150

124

262

242

298

270

254
334
584

531

170
267
260

270
396
668

544

191
269
232

242

99

13

204

1,050

12,655

12,839

-26
-94

231
-42
-93

11,603

13,061

1,458

Cass County

18,076 20,297 21,318 24,334 25,241

7,165

8,479

13,680

233

28

Unincorporated Areas

7,642

10,654

37

45

1,103

6,473

50

177

236

1,002

260

86

463

178

1,109

299

-81

56

108

1,143

307

-23

-12

70

6,502

275

583

13

62

6,887
86

-10

568

634

6,412
93

-32

271

6,295
107

-25

390

6,271
86

Total
Total
Total
Change
Change
Change
From 1970 From 1990 From 2000

12,180

5,707

-28
-6

-34
24

60

8

-13

-56

-28

-31

-33
-18

90

-385

48

-53

6

-66

222

3,701

3,923

13

-27

-619

1,526
907

Age Structure Breakdown

Communities are typically compared by populations. However, comparing communities
within the same region or with the same number of residents does not always give the proper
picture of the individual community. The composition of each community is different and
much like the previous table; the general assumption would be that Cass County communities
have continued to grow and ignore the idea of unincorporated populations.
On a smaller scale and in a smaller community, population can be difficult to analyze
because minor changes can create larger consequences, whether good or bad, than larger
communities that can absorb a loss or complement a gain. When analyzing population trends,
age structures can give a clearer picture. Communities can be broken down into 5-year
cohorts to show a more detailed description and trends of the past two or three decades.
What has made Greenwood grow consistently over the past two decades? The population
was 531 in 1990, 544 in 2000, and 568 in 2010. Likewise, the Median Age of Greenwood has
increased from 29.0 (Years of Age) in 1980, 33.4 in 1990, 37.3 in 2000, and 40.7 in 2010.
This increased median age is a national trend and not unique to Greenwood, Cass County, or
Nebraska. The large group of Baby Boomers has affected many communities’ median age and
other national trends.
20 | GREENWOOD COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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Instead of reporting heavily
in table and statistics, it
can be easier to visualize
demographic information
with visual charts. The 2010
Age Structure by Gender, as
depicted below in Figure ??,
shows that three age cohorts
between the ages of 40 and
54 (40-44, 45-49, and 50-54)
represent over 25% of the
entire village’s population.
This helped to explain how
Greenwood’s median age has
continued to increase.

Table 2: Greenwood’s 2010 Age Cohorts (5-year cohorts)
2010 Age

Total  Population
Under 5 Year
5 to 9 years
10 to 14 years
15 to 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to 29 years
30 to 34 years
35 to 39 years
40 to 44 years
45 to 49 years
50 to 54 years
55 to 59 years
60 to 64 years
65 to 69 years
70 to 74 years
75 to 79 years
80 to 84 years
85 to 89 years
90 years and over

2

Number

Both sexes

Male

Female

568

282

286

40

17

23

38
29
35
25
45
35
28
48
50
52
35
39
32
15
9
5
7
1

20
11
16
14
24
17
14
20
27
31
18
19
18
8
4
3
1
0

18
18
19
11
21
18
14
28
23
21
17
20
14
7
5
2
6
1

Figure 4: 2010 Age Structure by Gender, Greenwood
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Greenwood’s Previous Composition Trends (1980, 1990, 2000, 2010)

Previous decade’s compositions help to build a trend and identify a communities’ growth
history. In general, people tend to only look at the population total and not past trends
or current composition to determine its future growth. In the Introductory Chapter, the
population loss and economic struggles that Greenwood has experienced are discussed.
The 1980 and 1990 Age Structure graphs illustrate this struggle and change in Greenwood.
As previously shown in Figure ?? (on page 19), the 1980s population was at an all-time
high for Greenwood and had a very young demographic living in town. With the exception
of the “Under 5 years” cohort, all of the cohorts under 30 years have between 45 and 60
residents each. The young and established families looked to have stable numbers and
continued success moving forward. Greenwood was not able to control external forces and
an agricultural downfall. Therefore, it lost a large number of this younger population who
needed to move elsewhere.

population

Figure 5: 1980 Age Structure, Greenwood

The 1990 Age Structure shows that the youngest cohorts lost population, most likely moving
with their parents out of town. The most noticeable difference is 54 children aged 5 to 14 lost
from the 1980 Census. Although these two previous cohort populations are missing, the 1990
composition shows a young family community with a new wave of its under 10 population.
When tracking the population cohorts, Greenwood did lose population but maintained a fair
number of residents, in particular, a base cohort between 25 and 49.
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population

Figure 6: 1990 Age Structure, Greenwood

The following Figure ?? illustrates 2000 population’s strong relationship to the 1980 cohort
of 15 to 19 years old. The 35 to 39 age cohort was the largest cohort with over 52 people.
This snapshot of Greenwood in 2000 is a promising breakdown of their population. The
childbearing cohort (Females aged 15 to 44) was 111 which gives Greenwood the ability to
maintain a population naturally with this younger population. This allows the community to
plan for the future instead of trying to recruit a younger demographic into town.

population

Figure 7: 2000 Age Structure, Greenwood
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The 2010 composition shows the median age effect as the 2000 35 to 39 age cohort has
become the 45 to 49 age cohort and maintained the population. The 2010 cohorts 40 to
44 and 50 to 54 experienced in-migration over the past ten years. The retirement-aged
population, 65 and older, looked to have out-migrated. Ironically, Greenwood’s childbearing
cohort was again 111 residents in 2010. The cohort aged 40 to 44 has a larger number than
the other childbearing cohorts, but has fewer expectations and lower statistics of childbirth.
The 25 to 29 female residents pose as a promising opportunity for natural growth in the
community.

population

Figure 8: 2010 Age Structure, Greenwood
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The 2000 to 2010 composition trend shows who previously lived in Greenwood and if there
is a consistent pattern of development. Each decade deals with different economies and may
change the community’s approach to housing.

As Table ?? depicts, Greenwood lost 40 residents in total from 2000 to 2010. Although this
may not seem like much, it makes a larger impact on a smaller community. There was a mix
of additions, particularly 2010s residents in their early 40s and early 50s. The largest losses
from the 2000 population were retirement aged, 51 residents aged 60 and over, who may
have left Greenwood for other reasons such as medical services or to move closer to their
family. On a positive note, Greenwood did experience an influx of 67 new residents under the
age of ten years old over this ten year period.
Table 3: Greenwood Age Structure Migration
2010

Under 5 Year
2000
Under 5 Year
5 to 9 years
10 to 14 years
15 to 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to 29 years
30 to 34 years
35 to 39 years
40 to 44 years
45 to 49 years
50 to 54 years
55 to 59 years
60 to 64 years
65 to 69 years
70 to 74 years
75 to 79 years
80 to 84 years
85 to 89 years
90 years and over

5 to 9 years
46 10 to 14 years
40 15 to 19 years
33 20 to 24 years
38 25 to 29 years
26 30 to 34 years
34 35 to 39 years
37 40 to 44 years
52 45 to 49 years
42 50 to 54 years
31 55 to 59 years
36 60 to 64 years
38 65 to 69 years
28 70 to 74 years
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45

7

35

-5

25

-8

28

-6

35

9

48

11

35

4

50

-2

52

10

32

-6

39

3
-13

5
7

-13

Total Population Change

-40

13 80 to 84 years
20 85 to 89 years

4 90 years and over
0

40

15

23 75 to 79 years

3

Population
Change
38
Over 10
29
Years

9

-14

1

-3

-8
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Racial Characteristics

The national trend of growing minorities can be seen in Greenwood. For example, the
Hispanic and Latino community has grown from 1.1% in 2000 to 3.0% in 2010. The Village
of Greenwood will continue to welcome everyone into their community and help to engage
citizens of all backgrounds into community input. These numbers may be a small percentage
of the total population today, but as these populations grow, their involvement with public
affairs will be wanted and expected to help represent their minority.
Table 4: 2000 and 2010 Race Characteristics

2000 Race Characteristics
  RACE

2010 Race Characteristics

Population Percent

  RACE

Population Percent

Total Population

544

100

Total Population

568

100

One race

540

99.3

One race

550

96.8

7

1.3

1

0.2

White

Black or African American

American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Some other race

Two or more races

HISPANIC OR LATINO

Total Population
Hispanic or Latino (or any race)
Mexican

Puerto Rican
Cuban

Other Hispanic or Latino

Not Hispanic or Latino
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528
2
3
0
0
4

97.1
0.4
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.7

Population Percent
544

100.0

6

1.1

0

0.0

3
0
3

538

0.6
0.0
0.6

98.9

White

Black or African American

American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Some other race

Two or more races

HISPANIC OR LATINO

Total Population
Hispanic or Latino (or any race)
Mexican

Puerto Rican
Cuban

Other Hispanic or Latino

Not Hispanic or Latino

540
1
1
0
7

18

95.1
0.2
0.2
0.0
1.2
3.2

Population Percent
568

100.0

17

3.0

0

0.0

14
3
0

551

2.5
0.5
0.0

97.0
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[section 2.3]

HOUSING PROFILE

If the population is the WHO that makes up the village, housing determines HOW this
population lives. Establishing the housing characteristics will help formulate a plan to
continue the correct housing types and identify housing (types or location) that does not
follow the community’s plan.

Housing Trends

• Total Housing Units: 233
• Occupied Housing Units: 223 (95.7% occupancy rate)
• In 2010, the breakdown of owner-occupied housing units to rental units was 89.2%
to 10.8%.

In general, Greenwood increased its population from 544 in 2000 to 568 in 2010. The
breakdown of the population in 2010 is 496 in owner-occupied units and 72 residents in
rental units. The average household size slightly decreased in owner-occupied units to 2.49
people per unit while the rental units increased to 3.00 people per unit. Over the past decade,
the number of rental units increased by 7 housing units. The average household size in
Greenwood is 2.55 while the average family size is 2.98 per housing unit.
A fair number of structures in Greenwood were built before 1940. There was also a building
boom in the 1970s before Greenwood lost some of their population. The typical residential
house is a 1-unit, detached garage with more than half of the homes in Greenwood estimated
to have 3 bedrooms.
Residents are transient populations that move in and out of communities. The results of the
survey also show that 42.4% of Greenwood moved into their occupied unit between 2000
and 2009. This is a larger turnover than previously expected or thought.
Figure 9: Age of Structure 2009-2013 ACS estimates, DP04

Number of Structures
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Map 3: Age of Housing Structures, Greenwood
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Map 4: Age of All Structures, Greenwood
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Figure 10: Owner-occupied Housing Value in Greenwood (*estimated 205 owner-occupied housing units).

Number of Structures

The median housing value in Greenwood is estimated at $99,800. The value of mobile units
within a defined mobile unit area, estimated at 24 units, may skew this average and pull the
median value down. However, there were housing units identified at the kickoff meeting that
may pose a threat to public safety and need to be further examined/reported.
Monthly costs (mortgage and rent) 2009-2013 5-year estimates ACS estimates, DP04
• (Owner) Median Monthly Mortgage: $1,226
• (Renter) Gross Rent is estimated at $813 per month.

*Owner-occupied, with no mortgage: 76 housing units (34.1%)
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[section 2.4]

EXISTING LAND USE

Land use is often the central element of a comprehensive plan because it forms the basis of
the community composition. The existing land use section will examine the current patterns
of development in the village and present a proposal for the future. In addition, the section
will establish the foundation for the community’s proposed future land use or changes
needed in zoning.

Agriculture

Cass County is a largely agricultural economy with many of its acres in agriculture. There
is very little agricultural land in the corporate limits. However, within the Greenwood
Extraterritorial Jurisdiction, there are agricultural uses and agricultural residential
(farmsteads) included within Greenwood’s agriculture land use category.

Low Density Residential

Low density residential is defined as single-family housing development and is the village’s
predominant land use. The previous comprehensive plan included mobile home units into
this land use. Although mobile units are single-family units, mobile home units were intended
to be placed within a defined boundary with a higher density of single-family housing.
Greenwood’s unusually low single-family home net density reflects the rural residential
character of many parts of the village.

Medium Density Residential

Medium density residential is defined as multi-family housing units and mobile units (singlefamily units in close proximity). From a planning perspective, higher density units located in
the proper areas can help maintenance costs of village infrastructure.

Commercial

Commercial land use are units and locations that sell products and services to the general
public. An example of a commercial land use would be the Midwest Coop gas station on
Highway 6. Greenwood has commercial businesses in town, and identifying the current
locations will help to establish where new commercial land use areas should be located in the
Future Land Use.

Industrial

Industrial land uses typically involve large pieces of land, as well as large buildings, vehicles,
and equipment. The railroad and neighboring area within the corporate limits is Industrial,
such as the silo storage and transportation-related agricultural functions near the railroad.
Residential land uses are not recommended as adjacent uses to industrial for potential
aesthetic, noise, and air quality purposes. Greenwood developed over a century ago and
building close to the railroad was a common practice. Today, residential land uses are not
approved next to active industrial sites.
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Public/Institutional

Public land uses are property and buildings owned by a village, city, or county and are used to
store equipment, hold public meetings, provide workspace for public service, or allow public
access to areas such as a park or cemetery.
Institutional land uses are non-profit businesses and locations where the general public can
gather together such as religious buildings and schools.

Parks/Recreation

The parks/recreation land use currently consists of city-owned and managed properties.
Greenwood’s two parks are identified, and Highway 6 is an identified paved shoulder
highway for cyclists.

Vacant

Vacant land use can be anywhere within Greenwood’s extraterritorial jurisdiction. This
identified land use is mainly found in residential land uses. In Greenwood’s case, there are
vacant lots in the original commercial district.
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[section 2.5]

ECONOMICS AND EMPLOYMENT

As WHO (Population) and HOW (Housing) were revealed, the next question is: WHAT
does this community do? Since Cass County is known for dry land farming, there is less
dependence on irrigation and more reliance on precipitation. Greenwood’s economy has
been historically based on agriculture; therefore, the Village of Greenwood has traditionally
relied on the gambling nature of weather to produce a crop and support its main industry.
This dependence on weather has shown Greenwood’s vulnerability with a large outmigration in the 1980s. Originally the railroad, then the highway, and last but not least, the
interstate, has helped to balance Greenwood’s economy.

The core nature of farming has shifted from the need for a large labor force to large
equipment for harvesting. This has changed the landscape of its workforce and economy.
Technology has changed the industry and associated economies. Although the statistics do
not show the people within Greenwood as an overwhelming agricultural based economy, the
Coop is a big industry in Greenwood. And although some of the occupations and industries
in the following tables may not be considered “agriculture” in nature, many jobs are tied to
the surrounding agricultural economy. For example, selling farming seeds or related products
may be labeled as retail sales.

Workforce

2000: 287 in the labor force (of 412 residents 16 and older – 69.7%) and 1.9% unemployed
2010: 330 in the labor force (of 483 residents 16 and older 68.6%) and 1.9% unemployed
No Armed Forces, only 3 estimated in 2000 (Though there may be some due to Camp
Ashland)

Occupation

Greenwood exhibits a strong sales and service labor force. The consistency of Greenwood’s
production, transportation, and material moving occupations are consistent with agricultural
businesses and heavy vehicle traffic seen along Highway 6.
Table 5: Occupation, Greenwood

OCCUPATION, Greenwood
Civilian employment population 16 years and over
Management, business, science, and arts occupations
Service occupations
Sales and office occupations
Natural resources, construction, and maintenance occupations
Production, transportation, and material moving occupations

2013
321
58
80
89
28
66

18.1%
24.9%
27.7%
8.7%
20.6%
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Industry

The manufacturing employment industry has decreased in the past few decades and now
employs only 7.2% of Greenwood’s population. With the exception of three industries
(Education, Manufacturing, Retail), most Greenwood industries remained steady with modest
growth or slight decline. The largest upward shifts in Greenwood’s industries were the
increases in educational services, and health care and social assistance from 7.4% in 1990
to become 21.5%, and the top industry in Greenwood for 2010. Retail trade increased from
13.2% in 1990 to 19.0% to become 2010’s second most employed industry. Transportation
has maintained its percentages and slightly grown since 2000 to become Greenwood’s third
highest industry at 12.1% in 2010.
Figure 11: Greenwood Employment Industry

Agriculture, forestry, fishing
and hunting, and mining

3.7%
5.0%

Construction

7.2%

Manufacturing

2.8%

Wholesale Trade

19.0%

Retail Trade
Transportation and
warehousing, and utilities

12.1%
2.5%

Information
Finance and insurance, and real
estate and rental and leasing
Professional, scientific, and management, and
administrative and waste management

$

1.9%
9.0%

Educational services, and health
care and social assistance

21.5%

Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and
accommodation and food services

4.4%

Other services, except public
administration

4.7%

Public administration
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Fluctuations in the median household income have been comparable with the state’s median
household income. The buying power of Greenwood was at its strongest in 2000. Since 2010,
the median household income has decreased as well as its buying power trend. Despite the
decrease, Greenwood’s median household income has kept pace with others in Nebraska.
Table 6: Median Household Income Trends

Year

1980
1990

Greenwood Median
State Median
Household Income Household Income

2000
2010
2013

$16,250

$15,925

$50,375

$49,342

$24,545
$43,194
$49,615

$26,016
$39,250
$51,672

National Rate of
Inflation
$46,903
$44,665
$59,658
$54,945
$50,654

Income Distribution

The median household income increased from $43,194 in 2000 to $49,615 in 2013 estimates.
Nine additional households were reported in the 2013 estimates with the largest income
bracket increase was within the $75,000 to $99,999 range, most likely taking from the
$50,000 to $74,999 range as it decreased to 21.4% for both brackets. The largest percentage
is found in the $35,000 to $49,999 bracket with 29.9% of household’s reported incomes.
Figure 12: Greenwood Household Income
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Commute Time to Work

Greenwood has experienced a decrease in its commute
to work from 29.7 minutes in the 2000 Census to 23
minutes in 2013 ACS estimates. This decrease in time
spent driving to work could be the result of several
factors. There was a 5.3% increase of people working
at home and a few more residents that walked to
work. An additional reason could be that more
residents are employed inside or near Greenwood to
balance longer commute times. Another reason that is
often overlooked is improvements to transportation
systems, such as paving of Church Road, to provide
better access to Interstate 80 and the available
employment centers.
Figure 13: Greenwood Commuting Time to Work
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Examples of Greenwood’s
commute time of 23 minutes:
Greenwood residents traveling
east on Interstate 80 via
Church Road to Highway 370 is
approximately 23 minutes.
Residents can travel west on
Highway 6 and Interstate 80 to
arrive in Downtown Lincoln in
roughly 24 minutes.
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Greenwood has increased its net taxable sales every year since 2008. This linear progression
is not the only factor to report. Why are sales increasing? Is it because of new or expanding
businesses? Are local businesses simply selling more or are people able to spend money
more easily than in 2008? The simple answer is yes; however, more details and comparisons
will help to understand Greenwood’s recent success.

The best way to gauge one’s local economy is to compare it to regional and statewide
data. The State of Nebraska Revenue Department reports sales tax information annually
and the U.S. Census and American Community Survey allows for more accurate estimates
for populations. Although the margin of error exists, the surveys are the best information
available to use. Cass County has a lot for agricultural industry as well as smaller
communities and economies that do not generate as much sales tax. As illustrated in Table ??
Greenwood was ranked 5th of 14 Cass County communities for sales tax generated in 2014.
Plattsmouth and Weeping Water led the way with 65% of Cass County’s economy while
Greenwood had a modest 6%.
Table 7: Cass County
2014 Sales Tax

2014 State Sales Tax Collected
Alvo
$31,354.64
Avoca
$71,997.25
Cedar Creek
$15,824.14
Eagle
$357,918.84
Elmwood
$243,798.70
Greenwood
$357,873.05
Louisville
$478,348.37
Murdock
$54,448.95
Murray
$116,655.58
Nehawka
$94,677.82
Plattsmouth
$3,229,280.55
South Bend
$63,501.90
Union
$80,107.79
Weeping Water
$934,668.60
Cass County Total
$6,426,795.59

Of Cass County’s total sales tax collected, 47% were received from the retail trade business
classification. This is consistent with Greenwood’s employment. The second highest tax
collected, 11%, was generated from the utilities classification. Accommodation and food
services as well as public administration were close with 8.7% and 8.8% of the total sales
tax collected. Greenwood did have some employment in these sectors. Greenwood had more
employment in the professional and transportation sectors, and these two classifications did
not register much in the county’s economy with only 3.0% combined. Greenwood’s economy
does not exactly resemble Cass County’s economy because of its location, unique situation
between three counties, and the different opportunities available in Greenwood due to the
existing transportation network.
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Sales Tax per Capita

For further comparison, the sales tax collected is divided by the community’s population to
create sales tax per capita. For example, Table ?? reports that Greenwood’s 2014 sales tax per
capita was $572.60 which is roughly $100 more per capita than in 2008.
This process can be replicated using Cass County and the State of Nebraska data. Although
both generate much more sales tax, dividing these financial statistics by its own population
allow for a comparison to Greenwood’s smaller economy. As suggested in Table ??, the
Greenwood local economy may be stronger than Cass County’s, however Cass County serves
a broader spectrum of residents and industries.

Pull Factor

The pull factor gives a realistic look at a community’s economic health. The size of
Greenwood and its sales tax collected by the state (5.5%) are compared to the state’s total
population and statewide sales tax collected for the year. The resulting pull actor relates a
community’s progress to the statewide sales tax per capita.

If the pull factor equals 1.0, that means Greenwood receives as much money from outside
sources as Greenwood residents spend outside the community and is the break-even, healthy
scenario. If Greenwood’s pull factor is below 1.0, it means that more money is spent outside
Greenwood than is brought into the community from outside sources. If the pull factor is
above 1.0, it is the result of outside sources spending their money in town and most likely the
local residents spend their money in town as well. The ultimate goal of a pull factor is to have
a 1.0 or above.
Table 8: Greenwood Sales Tax and Pull Factor

Year Sales Tax Collected
2014
$357,873.05
2013
$354,749.12
2012
$351,530.53
2011
$315,523.70
2010
$329,319.00
2009
$295,131.26
2008
$268,439.17

Greenwood
Population Sales Tax per Capita Pull Factor
625
$572.60
0.69
625
$567.60
0.69
568
$618.89
0.79
568
$555.50
0.74
568
$579.79
0.82
568
$519.60
0.73
568
$472.60
0.64

Table 9: Cass County Sales Tax and Pull Factor

Year Sales Tax Collected
2014
$6,426,795.59
2013
$6,086,609.99
2012
$5,988,997.61
2011
$5,969,889.13
2010
$5,855,516.20
2009
$5,688,582.16
2008
$5,860,971.89
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Cass County
Population Sales Tax per Capita Pull Factor
25,524
$251.79
0.30
25,381
$239.81
0.29
25,159
$238.05
0.30
25,256
$236.38
0.31
25,241
$231.98
0.33
25,241
$225.37
0.32
25,241
$232.20
0.31
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Table 10: Nebraska Sales Tax

Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008

2

State of Nebraska
Sales Tax Collected Population Sales Tax per Capita
$1,556,834,705 1,881,503
$827.44
$1,507,276,736 1,841,625
$818.45
$1,429,337,008 1,827,306
$782.21
$1,377,466,874 1,827,306
$753.82
$1,299,184,126 1,826,341
$711.36
$1,261,908,511 1,772,124
$712.09
$1,314,944,635 1,772,124
$742.02

[section 2.6]

EXISTING TRANSPORTATION
State Classifications

Expressway [In Black]
• Interstate 80 (I-80) nearby interchange

Major Arterial - Continuous (Intermediate) [In Lime Green]
• U.S. Highway 6 going through Greenwood
• Highway 63, south from the U.S. Highway 6 intersection northeast of Greenwood
Figure 14: Existing Transportation

map not
to scale
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Greenwood is within Nebraska Department of Roads (NDOR) District 1. NDOR publishes the
1- and 6-year plans for each district annually. As of the 2015 summer update, there were no
projects identified for U.S Highway 6 or Nebraska Highway 63. This was also verified by the
NDOR District 1 Supervisor.
Greenwood’s previous transportation plan further identified classifications and the
community’s connectivity. The classifications were Regional Links, Community Streets,
Collectors, and Local Streets.

Regional Links: These streets, functioning somewhat like arterials in a larger community,
tie Greenwood to its region and provide routes to destinations in the village that are used
by people from the surrounding area. Regional links include U.S Highway 6, the principal
highway through the community. Greenwood Road approaches the village from the west
entering on North Street and diverted south on West Street to Main Street. Greenwood Drive
is east of the village as it leaves the village from Pine and North, goes east, then north on
208th Street before turning east again and leads traffic to the I-80 interchange. Church Road
is now the preferred route to the I-80 interchange since it was recently paved and connects
Greenwood to this major interstate.
Community Streets: These streets are central to civic life and are usually the main
commercial of the community.

Collectors: These streets collect traffic from neighboring streets, much as a tributary stream
collects water from smaller creeks and drainageways.
Local Streets: These streets serve residential areas and are typically traveled for two blocks
or less.
Map 6: Local Transportation Classifications
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The most recent traffic count study was conducted by the Nebraska Department of Roads
(NDOR) in 2014 and was published in 2015. As the traffic counts, show:
Highway 6
• Greenwood: 5,335 Total Vehicles with 445 Heavy Commercial Vehicles
• Near Waverly: 5,595 Total Vehicles with 490 Heavy Commercial Vehicles
• Near Ashland: 5,895 Total Vehicles with 465 Heavy Commercial Vehicles

Highway 63
• Highway 6 intersection at State Highway 63: 4,485 Total Vehicles with 410 Heavy
Commercial Vehicles
• North of I-80 interchange: 2,975 Total Vehicles with 165 Heavy Commercial Vehicles
• South of I-80 interchange: 1,490 Total Vehicles with 85 Heavy Commercial Vehicles

Interstate 80
• East of Exit 420 (Cass County) 42,040 Total Vehicles with 7,360 Heavy Commercial Vehicles
• West of Exit 420 (Lancaster County) 42,840 Total Vehicles with 7,355 Heavy Commercial
Vehicles
Figure 15: Traffic Flow Map

Existing public recreational trail system

Locally: Highway 6 traveling northeast or southwest of Greenwood is identified as a paved
shoulder trail that could be used as a bike trail.

Regionally: Greenwood is connected to Ashland and Waverly along Highway 6 with the
paved shoulder highway. American Discovery Trail (ADT) is currently not a physical trail but
is planned for a connection between South Bend to Murdock area. Greenwood’s connection to
this statewide and national trail could be identified directly east along Church Road to 310th
Street; however, Church Road currently does not have paved shoulders.

Existing local and regional transit services serving Greenwood

Rural Transportation Program (RTP) provided by Eastern Nebraska Office of Aging
(ENOA)
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ENOA serves Cass County through its RTP as a demand-response door-to-door system
which provides transportation to residents of Cass, Dodge, Washington, and rural Douglas
and Sarpy counties. This service is available to the elderly, persons with disabilities, and the
general public. All vans are handicapped accessible. The program requires a minimum of 24
hours advance notice and Greenwood residents can book a ride as much as two months in
advance. This program may be utilized for medical appointments, business appointments,
shopping, or transportation to the airport.

Funding for this program is provided through a grant from the NDOR to ENOA, Cass County
support, and passenger contributions. The costs for one way rides range from $2 (0-10 miles)
to $8 (61+ miles).
[section 2.7]

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND
PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS

Greenwood was traditionally an agriculture-based economy that was contingent upon its
location and ability to produce crops. Greenwood’s location has helped it succeed early on
with the placement of railroad service, storing of the area’s grain, and later with highway and
interstate access. To further study Greenwood’s location, the natural conditions of the area
will help to determine how and where Greenwood
Figure 16: Level III EcoRegion Map
can grow. The results can also hinder growth in
certain areas, such as floodplain areas that limit
development opportunities that are better suited
for open space and continued agricultural land
uses.

EcoRegions

The National Health and Environmental Effects
Research Laboratory of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency began to define
similar geographies with characteristics of various
land throughout the United States. The results
group various areas together that do not follow
county or state boundaries but create EcoRegions.
The Level III EcoRegion groups eastern Nebraska
and Greenwood into the Western Corn Belt Plains
(shown as 47 in the map).
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Figure 17: Level IV EcoRegion Map

A more detailed EcoRegion for Greenwood is found
in Level IV EcoRegion Nebraska/Kansas Loess Hills
that follows Platte River valley and continues south
along the Missouri River.
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The following statewide maps illustrate the generalized bands of how much rainfall and
snowfall the areas of Nebraska received on average from 1981 to 2010. The Greenwood
area averages between 30 and 35 inches of accumulated precipitation and of the annual
precipitation, between 20 and 30 inches of accumulated snowfall occurs annually.

The nearest, ongoing weather station that collects and reports data is the Ashland 2 station in
Saunders County. Over the past ten years, the highest average temperature was 88.4ºF in July
while the coldest average temperature was 12.8ºF in January.
Figure 18: Precipitation Maps

Topography and Surrounding
Watersheds

Being in the Salt Creek valley, Greenwood is
relatively flat with low slopes compared to other
areas and bluffs of Cass County. The Village of
Greenwood is 1120 feet above sea level and
resides inside the Lower Salt Creek watershed,
more specifically, the Dee Creek-Salt Creek
watershed (sub basins shown with yellow borders
in Figure ??). The larger Salt Creek watershed
(shown in Blue border in Figure??) is one of the
largest Hydrologic Unit 8 watersheds in Eastern
Nebraska (draining roughly one million acres).

Figure 19: Regional Watersheds and Streams
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Soils

The majority soils within Greenwood’s Extraterritorial Jurisdiction are considered prime
farmland or farmland of statewide importance, which depend upon associated soil erosion
or slope issues. Based upon the USDA’s Web Soil Survey report, more than 30% of the soils
within Greenwood’s Extraterritorial Jurisdiction is categorized as ‘Aksarben silty clay loam,
terrace between 0 to 3 percent slopes.’ This classification applies to the majority of soils
within Greenwood’s corporate limits, including some areas east and northeast of Greenwood.
This soil category is naturally well-drained, and if it has a low slope or if terracing is applied,
it is prime for farmland.
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The soils adjacent to Salt Creek and located north, northwest, and west of the Extraterritorial
Jurisdiction are generally categorized as Kennebec and Zook. ‘Kennebec silt loam,
occasionally flooded’ consists of 14.6% of Greenwood’s ETJ. Kennebec is a moderately well
drained soil and located in smaller pockets of floodplains adjacent to the Salt Creek. ‘Zook
silty clay loam, occasionally flooded’ contains 8.3% of Greenwood ETJ and is found in larger
pieces of land adjacent, but further from Salt Creek than Kennebec soils. Zook soils are
poorly drained soils with high runoff potential. Another floodplain soil in Greenwood’s ETJ
is ‘Colo silty clay loam, occasionally flooded’ and consists of 8.8% of the soils. This poorly
drained soil is located along Dee Creek south of Highway 6 as well as west of Salt Creek and
north of Highway 6 where the unnamed drainageway floods near Greenwood Drive. Colo is
considered “Prime Farmland” if drained.
‘Yutan silty clay loam’ between 2 and 11 percent slope with associated erosion problems
consists of 10.3% of Greenwood’s ETJ. It is generally located on southern half and smaller
pieces north near the Zook soils. This soil is naturally well drained and considered ‘Prime
Farmland’ or ‘Farmland of Statewide Importance’ depending on the slope.

Floodplain and Floodways

The following information is based on USGS Geographic Names Information System (GNIS)
The streams that surround Greenwood within its Extraterritorial Jurisdiction include:
Dee Creek (flows south, southwest of Greenwood) Dee Creek feeds into Salt Creek and
crosses under Interstate 80 and Highway 6. This creek begins at the top of the watershed
near Alvo.
• An unnamed creek feeds into Dee Creek and it begins south of Mill Road and east of 202nd
Street. This unnamed creek flows north to Greenwood before turning west, south of Church
Road, and following Highway 6 until it meets Dee Creek and ultimately Salt Creek.
Salt Creek (flows from southwest, west, and continues north of Greenwood) Salt Creek is
the largest stream in the Greenwood area with many tributaries feeding it before meeting
the Platte River. The Salt Creek has historic switchbacks which are currently within the 100year Floodplain. As the side note, the 100-year floodplain should be acknowledged when
determining the appropriate land uses.
Greenwood Creek (flows southeast and northeast of Greenwood) This stream’s closest
approach to Greenwood is near 214th and Church Road (or east of Greenwood Cemetery)
before it turns away to the northeast. This perennial creek has created a floodplain similar
to Dee Creek. The floodplain and its intermittent branch could limit the type of land uses as
Greenwood looks to expand to the east.
• Another unnamed creek (according to USGS GNIS) creates an 100-year floodplain area to
the east and northeast as the stream passes underneath U.S. Highway 6 and the railroad as
it veers toward the Salt Creek at Stacy Lane. This floodplain is generated by an intermittent
stream with its source south of the Mill Road overpass of Interstate 80 on 214th street.
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Riparian and Wetlands

The streams, banks, and adjacent wetland are considered riparian area. These areas, often
wet or flooded, help to create unique ecosystems that support wildlife that strive in this
environment of various soils and plant life. As the previous section reported, there are three
main creeks in the area and two drainageways that may cause flooding on occasion.

Nebraska has four Wetlands Complex: Playa, Riverine, Sandhill, and Saline/Alkaline. The
Greenwood area lies within the Eastern Saline Wetlands boundary just south of where
Eastern Saline meets Todd Valley Playa Wetlands in Saunders County. This Eastern Saline
Wetlands area has been estimated to once cover 20,000 acres; however, today is roughly
4,000 acres. The source of salinity for these wetlands is not fully understood, but it’s
postulated that the salinity is from groundwater inflow that passes through a rock formation
containing salts deposited by an ancient inland sea that once covered much of the Great
Plains (USDA 1996). The wetland has a variety of wildlife and plant species that are able
to tolerate salt. Saline wetlands are critical in protecting stream quality by filtering and
collecting runoff water and aiding flood control by storing water after heavy precipitation
events and reducing peak flows. The unique landscape also provides for recreational
opportunities such as hunting, trapping, wildlife watching, photography, and enjoyment of
the serenity a wetland can offer. These wetlands offer an exceptional opportunity to study
and observe flora and fauna not found on other more abundant landscapes. (Lincoln Parks
and Recreation).
Although the Greenwood area is within the Larger Eastern Saline Wetland complex, there is
not widespread land that is considered wetland near Greenwood. As Greenwood’s economy
has historically been based upon agricultural success, it is not surprising that the land has
been reshaped or contoured to benefit crop production. This can also explain why there are
not as many wetlands areas near Greenwood.

The majority of the 60 acres of Greenwood area wetlands are located west and north of
the village. The largest identified wetlands area is the riverine area along Salt Creek which
is over 40 linear acres. There are over 11 acres of Freshwater Emergent Wetland that can
be considered marsh or swales in the western portions of the corporate limits and beyond
where the previous switchbacks of Salt Creek most likely ran. More than ten acres are
considered forested or shrubs that are along Salt Creek or the in isolated locations west and
northeast of Greenwood. Over three acres of freshwater pond are found between the village’s
treatment plant and Salt Creek. The isolated and small area labeled as ‘Other’ wetlands is
southeast of Greenwood and described as seasonally flooded and affected by manmade
action, most likely a dike created for agricultural purposes.
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Table 11: Wetlands within the Greenwood ETJ

Wetlands within the Greenwood ETJ
Wetlands Type
Acres
Freshwater Emergent Wetland
11.30
Freshwater Forested/Shrub Wetland
10.20
Freshwater Pond
3.17
Riverine
47.02
Other
0.18
Total Wetlands in Greenwood ETJ*
60.57
*excludes village’s lagoon *based on CONUS shapefile
U.S Fish and Wildlife GIS data

Infrastructure Constraints

The City of Lincoln potable water mains transect the jurisdiction of Greenwood. The Village
of Greenwood has obtained information from the City of Lincoln Water Department about
the locations of the mains as well as the easements. One main runs along Highway 6 and
the others generally run adjacent to the southeast of Greenwood. Any land use planning,
transportation planning, development of zoning regulations, and the issuance of any zoning
permit shall take the location of the water mains and easements into consideration.

Historic Sites

Greenwood was established in the late 1800s and retains a number of architectural buildings
that have been noted in the Cass County Building Survey. These structures must maintain
their character or ‘archetype of genre and style.’ The specific structures are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

United Methodist Church (NWC Main & Ash)
Greenwood High School (SWC 4th & Board)
Burlington Northern Depot (NEC 5th & Board)
Frame House - multiples
(SWC 3rd & Ash; SEC 1st & Ash; SWC 6th & Oak; NWC Main & Oak; SWC Main & Oak)
Gas Station (NEC Hwy 6 & 4th Street)
House (NEC Main & Ash)
Commercial NS Main between Broad & Walnut)
House and Barn (NWC North & Broad)
Elevators (Alongside railroad tracks)

*NWC = Northwest corner of intersection; SWC = Southwest Corner, etc.
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[section 3.1]

INTRODUCTION

The Envision Chapter includes the thoughts and ideas gathered during the comprehensive
planning process about the future direction of Greenwood. This chapter is meant to capture
the hopes and desires of individuals and small groups from the Village of Greenwood that
may be reflected by the community as a whole. Feedback from the public was garnered
throughout a series of public meetings including a town hall meeting, two focus group
meetings, and several meetings with the Steering Committee to help focus and prioritize the
issues in the village. This chapter will report on the various ideas, concepts, and thoughtprovoking conversations that Greenwood residents and leadership presented. This chapter
and the information within helps to give the consultants a direction that the village residents
want to go.
Figure 20: Town Hall Meeting in Greenwood
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[section 3.2]

TOWN HALL MEETING

The Greenwood town hall meeting was held the evening of January 20,
2016, and 14 community members were in attendance. After a general
presentation on the planning process and the profile data, the larger
group of 14 was divided into two smaller groups and given the task of
answering the following questions:

• What are some issues facing Greenwood?
• What are the negatives about Greenwood?
• What are some positives about Greenwood?
• What are some projects that are needed in Greenwood?
• Give one or two words that express your vision of or for Greenwood.

The two groups were then brought back together to discuss their answers as a larger group.
The following lists are the answers gathered from the town hall meeting discussion.

What are some issues facing Greenwood?

• Lack of growth
• Lack of new construction
• Water issues - need a new well
• Aging infrastructure
• Attitudes on new business
• Lack of business attraction
• Sales tax
• Location – not much room to grow (floodplain, Lincoln water mains)
• Need housing for retirees
• Taxes are high
• Highway 6 traffic has increased (commuters)

What are the negatives about Greenwood?

• Train whistle - very loud
• Transportation for school activities is a challenge
• Not a lot of activities for teenagers
• 40-50 year old water mains
• No landfill
• Contractors don’t like to come (perception of being far away from Lincoln or Omaha)
• Trains will sit on tracks for 20 minute timeframe and block roads
• Lots of ideas but few people to chip in and help
• A few dilapidated and nuisance properties
• Sheriff response time can be long
• Drainage problems - south part of Greenwood is worst
• Lack of businesses - groceries, pharmacy, etc.
• Lack of eating establishments
• No baseball or softball - don’t even rent the field out anymore
• May lose post office and gas station
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What are some positives about Greenwood?

• Location (between Lincoln and Omaha)
• Houses are a good distance from one another
• Safe community for children
• Friendly community - neighbors look out for one another
• Nice park for soccer
• Fire and rescue well-trained
• I-80, Highway 6, and paved Church Road
• Bus service to and from school
• Snow removal is good
• Updating power service - everything new is underground power
• City Park and improvements
• Received three grants for playground equipment
• Library Summer Reading Program
• New water tower
• History of village is neat but unfortunately downtown buildings were torn down
• New large homes - four or five on the west side of Greenwood
• New business (Sideline Power)
• New grain storage

What are some projects needed in Greenwood?

• Bakers power
• Loop power for west side
• Underground power
• Paving West Street
• Retirement community/town homes
• Fix the drainage—storm drains, clean culverts, drainage ditches
• Street upgrade
• Something unique to draw people to Greenwood - either a business or event(s)
• Want more buildings and businesses on Main St.

Give one or two words that express your vision of or for Greenwood.
• Growth
• Potential
• Small town atmosphere
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[section 3.3]

FOCUS GROUP MEETINGS

Two separate focus group meetings were held on March 3, 2016, each focusing on two
different topics. The first held at 5:30PM was the Commercial and Industrial Focus Group and
the second held at 7:00PM was the Public/Quasi-Public Focus Group. The purpose of focus
group meetings is to gain knowledge and insight from local residents about the community
and its needs, desires, problems, and opportunities. Community members who have special
knowledge or investment in the specific topic of the focus group meeting are asked to attend
and provide their input. Each group was asked general questions about their views on the
community, as well as questions related to their respective fields or community viewpoints.

Commercial/Industrial Focus Group
March 3, 2016 5:30 PM

Why did you locate here?

• Location - between the two largest cities in Nebraska
• Grew up here
• Cost of living is less than in larger cities

What services are needed?

• Power - momentary power outages - expensive and time consuming for businesses. Need
electrical redundancy (village is currently working on this)
• Train Horn - a major problem – The decibel level is much too high. Problem for businesses,
residential, etc. A “quiet zone” requires a raised median down the center of the road at the
crossing. Therefore, a “quiet zone” is currently not an option due to large trucks needing to
turn into and access the weigh scale at the grain elevator. The trucks would not be able to
make that turning radius with a raised median in the center of the road. However, the scale
could be moved elsewhere, which would also alleviate truck congestion during harvest.
• Internet - quality of service is lacking. Internet access is very important to several of the
businesses in town. It will sometimes cut out for half of a day, or it will cut out momentarily
and businesses have to reboot in front of customers.
• More Businesses - will bring more people to town. “People are dollars.”
Used to have more businesses in town. Greenwood is a bedroom community - everyone living
there is working elsewhere. The COOP is the only large employer.

Greatest Assets in Greenwood

• COOP
• Service station
• Location – between Omaha and Lincoln
• Great fire and rescue service – respond to many calls on I-80
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Obstacles to Improvement

• Some Greenwood residents don’t want change - conflicting leadership and ideologies
• Lack of interest in community - people who work outside Greenwood aren’t invested
• All of the people that are involved in the community are spread too thin

Areas for Future Development

• Exit 420 off of Interstate 80 - still is county jurisdiction and potable water is a problem
• Lift station will be required if development goes south
• Commercial on east side of the tracks
• Commercial should be near Hwy 6 or downtown
• Residential on west side of the tracks - floodplain will be a challenge, however
• Logical residential growth of the village is southeast, south of Church Road.
• The Lincoln water main easements, although an obstacle, create great opportunities for
green spaces, trails, or parks
• The old school building - property is being looked at by potential buyers (Catholic schools)

What is hindering growth?

• Train (loud whistle and crossings hinder circulation and create barrier)
• Lincoln water main easements
• Sewer - need lift stations south
• Highway 6 cuts village in half - barrier

Capacity/Potential for Growth

• Greenwood has the workforce, just not the businesses
• Village has water system capacity
• Sewer - capacity for village to double in size

How is Greenwood attracting business?

• The village is currently attracting very few new businesses
• A strategy to bring in new businesses needs to be developed

How do you promote your business?

• Yoder’s – radio ads which bring people from Iowa, South Dakota – very successful
• Sideline – uses internet and email and targets specific clients
• Other businesses use mainly word-of-mouth

What types of commercial would you like to see come to Greenwood?
• Mom and pop shops
• Niche shops
• Not large commercial
• Restaurants
• Groceries
• Medical office

Greenwood Housing

• Nowhere for seniors to go so they would like more senior housing and retirement housing
• Huge need for all types of housing - rent, own, townhomes, multi-family, single family, etc.
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• Community still has potential - it is still part of a good school system
• The traffic on Highway 6 is staggering (especially on Husker game day) potential to give
people more of a reason to stop in Greenwood
• Need to incentivize property in Greenwood so businesses will locate here
• Would like to see a good burger joint or restaurant for locals and visitors
• Would like a service station again (COOP just doesn’t have the personnel anymore)

Magic Wand

• More houses and businesses
• Enforce nuisance ordinances and clean up certain properties
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March 3, 2016
7:00 PM Public/Quasi-Public Focus Group

Greatest Assets

• Small town living - getting away from large city government, more relaxed
• Within commuting distance of both Lincoln and Omaha - Greenwood residence can even
make it to work in Lincoln faster than some people living within Lincoln can.
• Look out for one another, dedicated to helping people
• Infrastructure is improving

Weaknesses and Opportunities to Improve

• Run-down/vacant lots -nuisance ordinances need to be enforced more and perhaps utilize a
rental inspection process
• Vehicles on properties – enforce codes better
• Village has drainage problems

Opportunities to Promote Activities
• Grants from Cass County
• Running events that stop in Greenwood

Type of Development Needed

• Multi-family housing
• Retirement/senior living housing - low maintenance
• Single family homes more than duplexes - rentals are not desired
• Medical office
• Pharmacy
• Grocery store or expanded convenience store with day-to-day needs

Parks and Recreation

• Playground - just received grants which will cover most of the cost of the project
• Parks and Rec Board which is made up of 5 adults and 2 youth - challenge to get quorum
• Do not have a park master plan
• Some do donate to parks
• Put on the annual Greenwood Days in August but it is a lot of work for 5 people
• Work with Nebraska Community Foundation

Trails

• Don’t have any designated trails in town
• Don’t have abandoned rails but can use Lincoln water main easements instead
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• Own an art museum in the park
• Also own the Methodist Church which is no longer a church
- Not on historical register because too expensive and not ADA
- Rent it out for events but not well known
- Have special dinners, etc.
- Only has 6 parking spots – mostly street parking

Other Programs and Groups

• Boy Scouts - (Greenwood and Ashland kids) meet at Greenwood Christian Church
• Friends of the Library
• Legion - very few people - use fire station to meet
• Legion Auxiliary
• Library - Summer Reading Program pretty successful 10-12 kids
• Vacation Bible School and Youth Night

Churches

• Only 2 churches now that Methodist congregation dwindled and ceased to exist
• Greenwood Christian Church
• Saint Joseph Catholic Church

Cemetery

• For Greenwood - no religious affiliation
• Recently added ¼ acre which will serve the community for many years

Magic Wand

• Enforce nuisance ordinances and clean up certain properties - update the town
• Bring more people into town - current residents are spread too thin
• Fix drainage problems
• Keep unique businesses like Yoder’s Amish Furniture and Bakers Candies
• Restaurant or other amenity to keep people in town longer
• Update the service station - improve property, quality of service, and hours
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[section 4.1]

INTRODUCTION

The Achieve Chapter informs the public of the direction and manner in which the Village of
Greenwood wants to grow, develop, and improve as a community. This includes the analysis
of the Profile Chapter and the desires of the Envision Chapter. The main emphasis of the
comprehensive plan is to foster business and housing growth while mitigating the problems
caused by transportation routes and other development barriers.
[section 4.2]

FUTURE TRANSPORTATION PLAN

Across the country, communities are becoming actively involved in enhancing the
connections between transportation and local quality of life. Transportation networks tie
a community together and link that community to the outside world. Adequate circulation
systems are essential for the safe and efficient flow of vehicles and pedestrians throughout
the community. Transportation is especially important in Greenwood because of Highway
6 and the railroad which bisect Greenwood and have large impacts on the community The
transportation component of this plan focuses on four areas:
•
•
•
•

Composition of the existing transportation and circulation system,
Usage patterns of the circulation system through Greenwood,
Integration of the village streets with the County and State transportation system,
The Transportation Plan will identify future improvements planned and those
necessary to provide safe and efficient circulation of vehicles and pedestrians within
the village, including major projects that ensure implementation of the Land Use Plan.

Emphasis will be given to the improvement and development of both motor vehicle and
pedestrian systems in the village. These systems are classified as motor vehicle roads; and
pedestrian routes (sidewalks, paths, trails, crossings, etc.). The implementation of this
plan during the planning period will result in the continued safe and efficient movement of
vehicles and pedestrians within Greenwood.
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Land use and transportation create a pattern for a community’s future development. An
improved or new transportation route generates a greater level of accessibility and may
affect the surrounding land values thus altering how that land is utilized in the future.
In contrast, land use shapes the demand for new and improved transportation facilities.
Regardless of what is built first, the higher intensity land use or the new road improvement,
they will always go hand in hand.

The adequacy of a community’s transportation and circulation system has a substantial
impact on the rate and pattern of its future growth and development. Long-range planning
efforts are required to ensure the transportation system is able to expand efficiently and
remain consistent with the Land Use Plan. The transportation and circulation needs depend
upon how closely the street network can be matched to the existing land use pattern. It is
important that the future land use pattern be considered along with the existing pattern
when decisions regarding street classifications are determined. The street system consists of
an ordered hierarchy of roads based upon purpose and traffic demand, which in turn, forms
the basis for a classification system and appropriate design standards.

In general, the greater the transportation demands for a particular land use, the greater
its need for a site near major transportation facilities. Commercial activities are the most
sensitive to accessibility since their survival depends upon the ease in which potential buyers
can travel to their location. In this case, accessibility refers not only to the distance which
must be driven but also to the ease with which the particular site or use can be found and
the convenience of parking. Thus, commercial land uses are generally located near the center
of their market area along highways or at the intersection of arterial streets. The clustering
of commercial uses is also an advantage because it creates an image, which is more easily
remembered, and it allows the joint use of parking facilities (i.e. strip malls and business
downtown areas).
Industrial uses are also highly dependent on transportation access, but in a different way.
Visibility is not a great concern for an industrial site compared to a retail store. Industrial
uses often need access to more specialized transportation facilities, such as railroad lines,
highways, and roads built to handle large truck traffic.
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Transportation and Circulation Financing Issues

The primary sources of information utilized in the maintenance and development of the
transportation and circulation system are (1) the Village of Greenwood “One and Six Year
Program for Street Improvements”, (2) the State of Nebraska Department of Roads “One
and Five Year Highway Program”, (3) Village Engineering Studies and (4) community input.
These state and local improvement plans should only be viewed as a planning tool, which are
subject to change depending on financing capabilities of the governmental unit.

Municipal “One and Six Year Program for Street Improvements” are reviewed and adopted
by the local unit of government to address the issues of proposed road and street system
improvements and development. Upon approval of these plans by the Board of Public Road
Classifications and Standards, the governmental units are eligible to receive revenue from the
Nebraska Department of Roads and the State Treasurers Office, which must be allocated to
municipal road improvement projects.
The “One and Five Year Highway Program”, developed by the Nebraska Department of
Roads, establishes present and future programs for the development and improvement of
State highways. The One-Year Program includes highway projects scheduled for immediate
implementation, while the Five-Year Program identifies highway projects to be implemented
within five years or sooner if scheduled bids and work for one-year projects cannot be
awarded and constructed.

Functional Street Classification

Functional classification is the process by which streets and highways are grouped into
classes according to the character of service they are intended to provide. Utilizing street
classifications allows a community to examine their transportation system and identify
weaknesses. Using a hierarchical classification system, street facilities and improvements
can be planned to address existing and future transportation needs as well as influence land
use patterns. As an alternative transportation option, trails are also identified within the
Proposed Transportation Plan.

Interstate Classification

An interstate is a divided, limited access facility with no direct land access and no at-grade
crossings or intersections. Interstates are intended to provide the highest degree of mobility
serving higher traffic volumes and longer trip lengths.

Interstate-80 near Greenwood

Interstate-80 lies to the southeast of Greenwood’s corporate limits. Greenwood can be
accessed via Interstate-80 by taking Exit 420 and traveling south on Highway 63 for one
mile then west on Church Road for two and a half miles.

Highway Arterial

Highway arterial classified streets permit traffic flow through urban areas and between
major destinations. Highway arterials carry a high proportion of the total urban travel since
movement, and not necessarily access, is the essential function. Generally planned and
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maintained by the Nebraska Department of Roads, highway arterials are regulated outside of
the village’s jurisdiction, which can limit access and activity within the right-of-way.

Highway 6 in Greenwood

Highway 6 bisects the Village of Greenwood diagonally through its center. It provides an
alternate route to Interstate 80 between Lincoln and Omaha, therefore having high traffic
volumes.

Highway 63 near Greenwood

Although Highway 63 is not within Greenwood’s jurisdiction, it is an important highway
arterial to the community. This north/south roadway lies 2.5 miles east of Greenwood’s
corporate limits and is used to access to Greenwood via Interstate ext 420.

Other Arterial

A street classified as other arterial, collects and distributes traffic from principal arterials
and interstates to streets of lower classification, and in some cases, allows traffic to directly
access destinations. Access to land use activities is generally permitted, but is oftentimes
consolidated, shared, or limited to larger-scale users.

Church Road

Church Road collects traffic from Highway 63 via Interstate 80 and provides a route to the
southern edge of Greenwood.

Stacey Lane
205th Street/Broad Street

Although currently minimum maintenance roads, and not classified as other arterials, if
more development occurs north of Greenwood along 205th Street/Broad Street, these
streets could become a more convenient route to access Greenwood if traveling along
Highway 6.

Collector

Collector streets provide for land access and traffic circulation within and between
residential neighborhoods and commercial and industry areas, as well as distribute traffic
movements from these areas to arterial streets. Collectors do not typically accommodate long
through trips and are not continuous for long distances.

Main Street
4th Street (west of Highway 6) / 5th Street (east of Highway 6)

Although these two streets are not continuous for long distances, they provide the
only two connections between the two sides of the community, across the railroad and
Highway 6.

Local

Local streets have the lowest level of mobility and highest level of local property access. Local
streets typically make up the largest percentage of street mileage and provide direct access to
adjacent land uses.
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The Village of Greenwood’s Future Transportation Plan is depicted graphically in Map 8:
Future Transportation Plan Map. This map shows the existing and future street layout and
classifications for the Village’s transportation system.
[section 4.3]

FUTURE LAND USE PLAN

The Future Land Use section and Transportation section provide tools to guide future
development in Greenwood. The concepts for these tools are based upon the village’s existing
conditions and projected future conditions. The Future Land Use Plan also assists the
community in determining the type, direction and timing of future growth and development.
The criterion used in this plan reflects several elements, including:
•
•
•
•

The current use of land within and around the community
The desired types of growth including location of growth
Physical characteristics, opportunities and constraints of future growth areas
Current population and economic trends affecting the community

The Village of Greenwood should review and understand the above criteria when making
decisions about the future use of land within the planning jurisdiction. Upon reviewing this
information, the Greenwood Planning Commission should decide upon a population growth
rate to base its future land use and public service needs upon.

Future Land Use District Classifications
Transitional Agricultural (TA)

The Transitional Agricultural area is intended for traditional agricultural uses around the
perimeter of the community. However, new livestock feeding operations should be located
outside the one-mile extraterritorial jurisdiction of Greenwood.

Types of allowable uses within this area include:
• Agricultural uses
• Existing agricultural uses, within corporate limits, are subject to the “grandfathering”
laws of the State. As development occurs, agricultural uses on that property should be
eliminated from within the corporate limits
• No new agricultural uses to be established within corporate limits
• Limitations on confined animal feeding operations
• Residential acreages

Low Density Residential (LDR)

The Low Density Residential area is intended to accommodate residential development,
similar to new residential subdivision designs located in larger communities. Lot sizes can
vary, but typically will range from one-half up to 5 acres.
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Types of allowable uses within this area include:
• Single-family dwellings, including accessory uses
• Elderly and/or retirement housing facilities
• Public and Quasi-Public uses

Medium/High Density Residential (MHDR)

The MHDR area is intended to accommodate denser residential development. During the
planning period, it is not anticipated that development of denser residential uses such as
apartment buildings will become a major issue; therefore, there is no need to separate the
residential uses into Medium and High Density areas.
The typical density of these areas should be approximately 3 to 6 dwelling units per acre.
However, under special circumstances using the Conditional Use Permit process, greater
densities may be allowed.
Types of allowable uses within this area include:
• Single-family dwellings (minimum lot of 6,000 sq. ft. per dwelling)
• Multi-family dwellings
• Duplexes, Triplexes, etc.
• Elderly and/or retirement housing facilities
• Public and Quasi-Public

Commercial (C)

Commercial areas are intended to meet the daily retail and service needs of nearby residents.
It’s important to allow uses that would draw from a community-wide or regional area when
they are designed in a manner that is harmonious with the rest of the community.
Uses that would be acceptable include:
• Personal services such as dry cleaners, hairdressers, optical services
• Finance, insurance, real estate, banks, securities brokers, insurance agents
• Public/Quasi-Public Uses such as municipal offices, and clubs/organizations meeting
halls
• Larger commercial developments requiring on site (off-street) parking
• Supplying goods and services to residents requiring fast transactions such as:
		
• Restaurants
		
• Laundromats
		
• Restaurants
		
• Car repair
Within the existing downtown area, further limitations include:
• Retail consistent with existing establishments in the downtown business area
• Vehicle spaces will be accommodated primarily by on-street parking
• Structures will tend to have zero-setback requirements in this area
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The Industrial area is intended to accommodate less intensive manufacturing and or
storage facilities.

Types of allowable uses within this area include:
• Small scale production / machining
• Operations with minimal odors, noise and other pollution and water usage; in the case
of a light industrial facility
• Full scale wholesaler / distributors
• Grain storage facilities
• Warehousing facilities
Large scale industrial areas should be designed and developed as one large industrial park
with several building sites, or as one major facility that consumes the entire area.

Public/Quasi-Public (P)

The Public and Quasi-Public area is located where a large amount of land is required for
public uses. Depending on compatibility with surrounding land uses, public and quasi-public
land uses may be allowed within all land uses areas. These areas include village facilities,
the water and wastewater treatment facilities, as well as churches and non-profit social
organizations. Types of allowable uses within this area include the continuation of existing
Public and Quasi-Public uses.

Parks / Recreation (PR)

The Parks and Recreation area is intended to accommodate parks and recreation facilities
for the community. Parks and Recreation areas encompass all public or private parks,
outdoor recreation, and open space, including golf courses and State Parks. Depending on
compatibility with surrounding land uses, park and recreation land uses may be allowed
within other land uses areas. This area accommodates all existing facilities. Further
designations should only occur as developers identify specific park locations within
subdivisions or as the village acquires property designed to be park and recreation specific.

Land Use Suitability Criteria

How will this plan be implemented? The major assumption of this Plan is:

“Specific development criteria will be adopted to help guide builders, investors, and
community leaders in making good decisions concerning the future of Greenwood.”
These criteria will be specific statements that:
• Describe the relationship between/among land uses.
• Establish criteria or design standards that new development must meet.
• Minimize land use conflicts between neighboring land owners.
• Create consistent characteristics within each land use district.
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New development should provide, if needed, any screening, buffers, or additional setback
requirements when located next to existing uses. Screening or buffers may be plant material,
low earthen berms, solid fences, or any combination of the above. Boundaries between
different land uses are done along streets, alleys, or natural features (streams, railroads, etc.)
whenever possible.

Community Growth

New development should, to the greatest extent possible, be contiguous to existing
development or services. This would allow for the logical and cost effective extension of
streets and utility services. The village may authorize non-contiguous development if:
•
•
•

The developer pays for the “gap” costs of extending services from the existing
connections to the proposed development.
The extension would open up needed or desirable areas of the community for
additional growth.
Issues related to adjacent/transitional agriculture are properly addressed.

The Future Land Use Plan is one of the three statutory requirements of a Comprehensive
Development Plan, as stated in the Nebraska State Statutes. The Land Use Plan, along with
the Transportation Plan, provides the necessary tools to direct future development in
Greenwood. The Land Use Plan is based upon existing conditions and projected conditions
for the community.

Community Entrances

First impressions of the community are made at the entrances. These impressions are
critical to a community’s overall image. The most used entrances to Greenwood are from the
northeast on Highway 6 and from the southwest on Highway 6 because it is a highly trafficked
roadway for those commuting to, or traveling between, Lincoln and Omaha. However, another
notable community entrance is from the east on Church Road because those exiting off of
Interstate-80 via Exit 420, most commonly use Church Road to reach Greenwood.
Although cleaning up dilapidated and nuisance properties is important throughout the entire
community, these properties which are along major entrance routes are especially important
to address in a timely manner. New development should have larger set backs and higher
landscaping standards when located at any of the entrances to the community. This in turn,
with appropriate sign regulations along the major transportation corridors into and from the
village, will promote a better community image and improve the quality of life in Greenwood.
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[section 5.1]

INTRODUCTION

Implementation refers to the policies and actions that have been identified to carry out the
vision of the Greenwood Comprehensive Plan update. It includes actions designed to improve
the short and long-range planning process, strengthen links between the plan and capital
improvement budgeting, establish a process reporting system to monitor the progress, and
schedule for updating and amending the plan in the future.

The success of this comprehensive plan update is contingent on the implementation of the
goals and objectives identified in this section. While the role of the Planning Commission is
to ensure the orderly growth of the community by adherence to the Comprehensive Plan,
it is up to community members in Greenwood to champion the projects envisioned to the
implementation of it. What happens with the plan, how it is used in day-to-day decision
making, and the extent to which it is followed over time will all influence the success of the
plan. This plan is a living guidance document meant to reflect the current and future vision
of the community as it evolves. It is not the end of the planning process, but the beginning
of a coordinated effort to direct growth and development in ways that are important to the
citizens of Greenwood.
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VISION IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

This section of the plan is a compilation of specific goals, objectives, and policies for
Greenwood, that were generated based on input from the community during the town hall
and focus group meetings, steering committee meetings as well as input from the Planning
Commission. Assessments of community facilities and utilities, in addition to other factors
such as land use and transportation, helped inform the goals, objectives, and policies as well.
Goals and objectives are visioning tools that are essential to the future of the community and
need to be monitored on a regular basis. As specific goals and objectives are achieved, the
community needs to establish additional goals and objectives, to tackle new issues that may
have arisen. To be successful in achieving the goals, objectives, and policies set forth, it is
critical to define what is meant by these terms.

Goals are broad-based statements of the ultimate result of the change being undertaken.

Goals are desires, necessities and issues to be attained in the future and should be
established in a manner that allows them to be accomplished. Goals are the end-state of a
desired outcome that play a factor in the establishment of objectives or policies within a
community. To attain certain goals, the village may need to modify or change some aspects of
them through the course of time.

Objectives are the steps or actions performed in order to attain specific goals. Objectives
should be measurable through both specific levels of achievement and in terms of time.
Objectives can be established in a way that assigns specific activities to specific individuals
and/or public bodies. Policies can also be a derivative of objectives where regulations are
implemented.

Policies give more detail and describe the actions needed to achieve the desired goal of the

community. Policies represent plans of action that guide decisions in order to achieve rational
outcomes, and are concerned with defining and implementing the goals and objectives of the
Greenwood Comprehensive Plan. The adopted policies synthesize the information from the
existing growth condition and responses from the public input process in order to develop
solutions or actions that will achieve the various goals. Policies are a means to achieving the
goals established by the community and they imply a clear commitment to the village’s future
development.
The goals and objectives ensure the comprehensive plan accomplishes the desires of
Greenwood’s residents. If followed, development or improvements in the community
will have a direct link to residents’ stated interests. Therefore, these goals, objectives, and
policies should be referred to when considering individual zoning, subdivision, or public
improvement matters. Likewise, they should be kept up to date to reflect the current
attitudes of the community and its residents as unknown issues and challenges face the
community in the future.
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Economic Development

Goal: The Village of Greenwood will promote and encourage economic activity by
supporting existing businesses while searching for incentives and mechanisms that
will assist new business development.
Objectives:
• Promote the development of businesses that are unique to the regional economy, and
that can provide needed services to the community.
• Encourage home-grown businesses that supply needed goods and services to the
residents and visitors.
• Promote and advertise the village’s ideal location between Lincoln and Omaha.
• Develop an incentive program for business development in the community.
• Find a suitable use for the old school building.
• Promote and expand upon the village’s current events and amenities (Greenwood
Days, Art Museum, Poker Runs, etc.).
• Advertise Greenwood’s amenities and services at Interstate-80 Exit 420 development
area.

Action Steps:
1. Actively participate in the Cass County Economic Development Corporation.
2. Identify businesses that have enormous growth potential within the local
economy including existing and new businesses, value-added businesses, and new
opportunities that slow economic leakages.
3. Identify new development areas within the community which are suitable for
economic development.
4. Identify local and regional partners for economic development, including financial
assistance partners, technical, educational and job training partners.
5. Improve communication among business and government leaders, and foster
cooperation among industry coalitions, and local residents.
6. Review activities associated with village festivals and identify other activities that
may enhance the economic impact resulting from community events. Actively
promote any of the civic celebrations on a regional basis.
7. Review the use of a local option sales tax to be a reinvestment into promoting and
marketing existing businesses.
8. Coordinate with other rural communities that follow Highway 6 to market
together.
9. Develop a Downtown Revitalization Plan.
10. Consider establishing a “sister city”.
11. Consider the opportunities and constraints of a “commuter” population base.
Involve a yearly Pull Factor analysis of workforce that commutes.
12. Establish clear public policy as it relates to dedicating resources for economic
development activities.
13. Create a community foundation with multiple funds (fields of interest) that would
support this Vision Implementation Plan and future strategic endeavors. Coincide
with ways for wealth retention programs through the community foundation.
14. Implement the Redevelopment Plan associated with the Blight and Substandard
District.
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Goal: The Village of Greenwood will manage land uses in a cost-effective and efficient
manner that supports economic development and maintains Greenwood’s small town
character.
Objectives:
• Discourage incompatible land uses from being located adjacent to one another.
• Encourage the development of infill residential within the existing corporate limits.
• Locate commercial development in areas of the community that have adequate
infrastructure present and do not infringe on residences. Ideal locations include
downtown Greenwood and along Highway 6.
• Provide protection for residential areas from commercial and industrial development
using screening, landscaping, and other buffering methods.
• Provide for land use policies that are flexible and will allow certain uses to be mixed
together; these uses typically include certain commercial uses mixed with residential,
public, or lighter industrial uses.
• The development of new land use districts should minimize nonconformities with
existing uses.
• Provide and promote proper areas of town for both residential and commercial
expansion.

Action Steps:
1. Analyze and amend zoning regulations to reflect additional density requirements
that facilitate population growth capacity with minimal land utilization.
2. Create a flood plain zoning district to protect sensitive and prioritized lands within
the Greenwood zoning jurisdiction.
3. Communicate with Cass County to explore extending zoning authority districts
into County jurisdiction and possible control of the land adjacent to Exit 420.
4. Amend Subdivision Regulations to minimize grading where possible to protect the
existing drainage patterns around Greenwood.
5. Promote housing opportunities throughout the community by either replacing the
old structures or developing new subdivisions for residential use.
6. Review the adjacent land uses for compatibility on all proposed zone changes.

Transportation

Goal: The Village of Greenwood will develop and maintain a transportation system that
improves access and circulation for all modes of travel within the community.
Objectives:
• The village will work toward developing a Railroad Quiet Zone through the
community.
• Through community participation, an inventory and analysis of the existing sidewalk
conditions needs to be completed.
• An improvement program for the sidewalk system needs to be developed that
improves and connects the sidewalks in the community and makes intersections
handicap accessible.
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•
•
•
•
•

Establish specific maintenance schedules for the streets within the community.
Work to mediate the disconnect that is created by the railroad and Highway 6 running
through the village, and pursue solutions which create safer crossing for pedestrians
and cyclists.
The Village of Greenwood needs to stay informed about possible upgrades or
alterations to Highway 6.
Develop a trails plan that connects to the MoPac Trail system and proposed American
Discovery Trail in Cass County and other adjacent communities and recreation areas.
Explore using the Lincoln water main easements as trail locations since no abandoned
rails exist in Greenwood.

Action Steps:
1. Maintain design standards and policies for various classes of streets, roads,
highways, and bridges to enhance the function and safety of the roadway and
street system in Greenwood.
2. Assemble land or acquire easements required to implement trails by necessary
right-of-way easements or acquisition as funds allow.
3. Incorporate trails as a requirement in subdivision regulations to assure trails
are programmed into developments and provide opportunities to connect to the
regional trail system.
4. Consider implementing a phased schedule to address substandard streets,
drainage and sidewalks.
5. Coordinate with the county for 205th Street and Stacey Lane Improvements to
create a northern access route into western Greenwood.

Housing

Goal: The Village of Greenwood will promote adequate affordable housing, and
ensure the existing housing stock in the community is maintained and
preserved.
Objectives:
• Promote the development of all types of housing, including single-family homes,
senior/retirement housing, town homes, and multi-family homes.
• Utilize available grants and low-interests loans from the Nebraska Department of
Economic Development Nebraska Affordable Trust Program and/or CDBG program
for housing improvements.
• Expand on community clean-up days and build/maintain pride within the village.
• Develop a rental inspection process to improve the quality of rental properties.
• Enforce existing nuisance ordinances directed at maintaining ones property so as not
to detract from the surrounding properties and overall aesthetic quality of the Village
of Greenwood.
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Action Steps:
1. Conduct a Housing Study to quantify and qualify the present housing needs of
Greenwood. Present the results of the study to the public and private housing
developers.
2. Actively solicit potential housing developers/builders within the region.
3. Develop a more diverse housing stock by encouraging the development of housing
typologies not currently available in the village.
4. Review the goals and policies contained within the adopted Greenwood
Comprehensive Development Plan and Zoning Ordinance, and Subdivision
Regulations that support housing development.
5. Develop public/private partnerships, where necessary, to facilitate new housing
development.
6. Consider all public financing options that may be used to promote, incentivize,
and stimulate housing development on infill properties and new developments
including the use of tax increment financing (TIF).
7. Utilize Southeast Nebraska Development District to access CDBG funding for
housing programs.
8. Prepare an inventory of available infill properties and the desired housing types
and sizes for each.
9. Visit with peripheral landowners and discuss the ability to obtain purchase
options on their property that can be shared with potential housing developers.
10. Review prices of any publicly owned lots and consider discounting to encourage
more residential development.
11. Village should consider purchasing nuisance lots that need cleaned up and then
sell to a developer or build houses on the lots via the Community Reinvestment
Act.
12. Create an incentive to lower or reduce the risk to builders and developers through
private or grant funding.
13. Develop a Housing Rehabilitation Program. Discuss any issues that hindered the
efficient and effective implementation of past housing rehabilitation programs.
14. Continue to identify local, regional, state, and federal resources available for
housing rehabilitation activities.
15. Consider applying for funding to establish the Housing Rehabilitation Program.
16. Package and secure funding for housing rehabilitation activities.
17. Structure resources to accommodate payback potential of low- and moderateincome homeowners.
18. Secure funding for a renter-occupied housing rehabilitation program.

5
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Infrastructure

Goal: The Village of Greenwood will continually evaluate the existing infrastructure to
determine the necessity for updates and improvements to provide adequate services
to its citizens.
Objectives:
• Improve the stormwater drainage within the community which includes updating,
maintaining and/or cleaning storm drains, culverts, and drainage ditches.
• Continue working on implementing electrical power redundancy for the west side of
Greenwood.
• As opportunities arise, continue moving power lines underground to improve public
aesthetics and safety.
• Pursue methods to improve internet service and dependability in the community.
• Although water and sewer capacity are well in-line with growth, the Village should
continue to monitor growth plan accordingly by developing a short and long term
program for improvements to the community’s water/wastewater service.
• Identify funding sources that will assist the community in upgrading the
infrastructure system.
• Develop a set of subdivision regulations that ensures new development provides
adequate water, wastewater, and storm sewer infrastructure.

Action Steps:
1. Evaluate the village’s infrastructure systems in terms of physical condition,
capacity, security, vulnerability, efficiencies and inefficiencies, and reliability.
2. Identify deficiencies within the existing infrastructure system.
3. Establish population projections to estimate the projected future needs of
Greenwood.
4. Outline recommended system upgrades, offer other feasible alternatives to correct
deficient conditions, and provide an opinion of costs for recommended upgrades.
5. Incorporate the recommendations of all infrastructure studies into the Capital
Improvements Plan.
6. Encourage new development adjacent to existing development.
7. Encourage infill development.
8. Increase the energy efficiency of buildings within Greenwood.
9. Educate homeowners regarding practical energy efficiency measures.
10. Encourage residential and commercial energy upgrades.
11. Encourage energy conservation through the siting of development and
landscaping.
12. Explore energy efficiency grant opportunities for commercial and residential
rehabilitation.
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Public Health and Safety

Goal: The Village of Greenwood will continue to support the volunteer fire department,
to ensure adequate services and response times to the citizens of Greenwood. The
village will work to create/maintain a safe and healthy environment for its residences.
Objectives:
• The Village Board will continue to support and promote community efforts in
fundraising for continuous upgrades of equipment and provide training to support the
volunteer fire department.
• Promote the enforcement of nuisance and other existing ordinances relating to issues
such as property maintenance, and unsafe and dilapidated housing.
• Evaluate and update, if necessary, the Village of Greenwood Emergency Operations
Plan that guides necessary procedures in the event of natural and/or man-made
disasters.
• Regularly review and evaluate the village’s section of the Lower Platte South MultiJurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan that identifies projects that the village can
undertake in order to lessen the damage or loss of life in the event of a natural disaster
and/or hazardous events.
• Develop a set of zoning regulations that separates conflicting land uses and provide
for proper setbacks from each other and public right-of-way.
Action Steps:
1. Encourage participation in the volunteer fire department
2. Identify properties which are substandard or pose an immediate public health or
safety concern to local residents.
3. Discuss the needs (both human and financial) of those owners with substandard
properties.
4. Identify individuals/civic organizations that are willing to donate time, labor, and
equipment to assist willing property-owners in the clean-up process.
5. Continue the semi-annual Community Clean-up Day.
6. Update the Village of Greenwood Emergency Operations Plan that guides
necessary procedures in the event of natural and/or man-made disasters.
7. Actively participate in the Lower Platte South Natural Resources District MultiJurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan every five years.
8. Coordinate with the county for 205th Street and Stacey Lane Improvements to
create an additional access route into western Greenwood.
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Environmental

Goal: The Village of  Greenwood will continuously recognize the importance of
maintaining environmental conditions within and surrounding the community such as
surface water and groundwater sources, floodplains, and air quality.
Objectives:
• Future developments should be constructed while maintaining natural topographical
features, drainage ways, and tree cover.
• Establish/maintain a community wide recycling program.
• Organize a ‘spring cleanup’ to include collection of household hazardous waste.
• Stay up to date on changes to the floodplains of nearby rivers and streams (work with
NEMA and FEMA for updated mapping).

Action Steps:
1. Create an environmental preservation zoning district to protect sensitive and
prioritized lands within the Greenwood zoning jurisdiction.
2. Amend Subdivision Regulations to minimize grading where possible to protect the
unique and valued topography around and protection of drainage patterns.
3. Continue the community-wide recycling program.
4. Coordinate with the Lower Platte South Natural Resources District to mitigate
localized flooding.

Implementation, Evaluation, and Review

Goal: The Village of Greenwood will work with Cass County as well as other entities
and stakeholders to implement programs that provide effective planning for all future
developmental activities affecting the community. Greenwood will facilitate efforts for
future review and updating of the Greenwood Comprehensive Plan and its supporting
documents through continuous public participation.
Objectives:
• Execute an annual or biannual review of the Comprehensive Development Plan,
Zoning Ordinance, and Subdivision Regulations.
• Develop an ongoing educational program relating to community planning and
development issues so that residents are informed about planning decisions and
become more familiar with any new developments in and surrounding the community.
• Continually recruit and educate residents for service on the planning commission, and
other village bodies as needed.
• Continue to inform the residents of Greenwood of the various activities within and
around the community including Cass County and Ashland through newsletters,
website, etc.
Action Steps:
1. Establish an annual review process of the Comprehensive Plan and associated
zoning and subdivision regulations.
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IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS

To achieve the goals in a comprehensive plan, a single tool will not be not sufficient. The
steps toward each goal require the use of multiple tools and mechanisms in order to be
obtained and sustained. The Village of Greenwood will need to continually develop its own
set of implementation tools and strategies, recognizing that each has unique strengths and
weaknesses. Implementation strategies can be separated into several distinct categories,
each with distinct characteristics that make it suitable for specific goals and circumstances.

Support Programs

Three programs will play a vital role in the success of the comprehensive plan
implementation. These programs are:

Capital Improvements Financing

A capital improvements plan provides an annual predictable investment plan that
uses a one to six year horizon to schedule and fund projects integral to the plan’s
implementation.

Zoning Regulations

Zoning regulations update zoning districts and corresponding textual descriptions.
Regulations may include design guidelines, and reflect the development goals of the
comprehensive plan update to allow the village to provide direction for future growth.

Subdivision Regulations

Subdivision regulations establish criteria for environmental impact regulations and
the division of land into building areas and public improvements. Implementing
infrastructure investments is a primary function of subdivision regulations.

Public Education

In addition to the aforementioned programs, public support and involvement is crucial to
the successful development and implementation of any broad-based policy or program.
If adequate public support is to be developed, a program with the purpose of including
and educating Greenwood residents and stakeholders is of utmost importance. Political
leadership of Greenwood should strive to implement an active public participation process by
creating an educational process on land use and development issues. Ongoing education and
promotion will be an important factor in sustaining interest and motivation from community
members.
Some of the objectives of the comprehensive plan cannot be achieved unless the actions of
public/private partnerships can be leveraged. Frequently, constraints prevent organizations
from collaborating effectively (i.e. financial resources, legal authority, excess regulation,
etc.). Efforts should be made to identify and bridge these gaps with open communication,
cooperation, and realization that issues at hand could benefit the health, safety, and general
welfare of the residents and business community of Greenwood.
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Special Studies and Plans

Additional studies and plans can be helpful to further explore and define a vision of a certain
area, corridor, or development site. Conducting studies and corresponding decisions as
opportunities and challenges arise can ensure that investments are made in accordance
with the comprehensive plan. Some examples of additional planning efforts that can further
develop ideas expressed in the plan include:
•
•
•
•

Housing Study
Facilities Management Plan
Site Development Plans
Blight and Substandard Determination Studies

Land Use Suitability

One over-arching goal of the comprehensive plan is to guide development and the
development community by:
•
•
•
•

Describing the relationship between land uses
Minimizing land use conflicts between neighboring parcels and neighborhoods
Establishing criteria or design standards new development must meet
Creating consistent characteristics within each land use district

Land Use Transition

Development projects should provide, if needed, screening, buffers, or additional setback
requirements when located next to existing uses. Screening or buffers may be plant material,
earthen berms, fencing, or a combination of the listed. Boundaries between land uses are
done along streets, alleys, natural features (streams, railroads, etc.) and lot lines whenever
possible.

Community Entrances

First impressions of the community are made at the entrance corridors. These impressions
are critical to a community’s overall image. Redevelopment should have higher landscaping
standards when located at any of the boundaries or entrances to the community. These
improvements, along with appropriate sign regulations along the Highway 6 corridor through
the community, will promote design that reflects a high quality of life in Greenwood.
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ANNEXATION PLAN

As the village grows in size it must look for opportunities to extend its borders to provide a
superior quality of life for its residents. To do this, the State of Nebraska has established a
process for communities to expand their municipal boundary into areas that are contiguous
to the community provided such actions are justified. However, this power should be used
when development becomes urban rather than rural in nature. In addition, State Statutes
restrict annexation to land that is within 500 feet from the corporate limits of the municipal
boundary.
There are three ways annexation can be pursued:
•

Property owners can request annexation.

•

At the time land is platted adjacent to Greenwood’s corporate limits should be 		
annexed at the time of approval of the final plat.

•

The municipality can annex any contiguous or adjacent tracts, lots, or roads that are 		
urban or suburban in nature

In the case of the first method, the property owner must submit a plat prepared by a
licensed engineer or surveyor. The plat must be approved by the Village Engineer and filed
with the Clerk along with a written request signed by all owners of record for the proposed
annexation properties.

To pass an annexation ordinance, a majority of affirmative votes are required by the
governing body at each reading of the ordinance. A planning commission recommendation
is also needed prior to the governing body’s consideration. The certified map is then filed
with the County Assessor, County Clerk, and Register of Deeds along with a certified copy of
the ordinance. The village then has one year to adopt a plan for the extension of services to
residents or occupants of the annexed area.

Areas for Potential Annexation Near Greenwood

The following map delineates four areas as possible approximate areas for annexation.
These areas are congruous with areas for potential residential growth as proposed by the
Future Land Use Map. Because of barriers such as the 100-year floodplain and infrastructure
easements, the areas for potential growth and annexation that are adjacent to Greenwood are
limited.
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PLAN MAINTENANCE

The comprehensive plan update is the community’s collective vision, yet change is inevitable.
Major technologies and new community needs will arise during the planning period, which
were not foreseen during the plan’s development. Jobs, housing, transportation, goods and
services will evolve over time. The amendment process to the Comprehensive Plan must
accommodate and help manage the inevitable change in a way that best promotes, and does
not compromise, the community’s core values, health and well-being. The plan amendment
process must be an open and fair process, utilizing sound planning, economic, social and
ecological principals.
If new, significant development opportunities arise which impact several elements of the
plan, and are determined to be of importance, a plan amendment may be proposed and
considered separately from the annual review and other proposed plan amendments. The
Village Board or Planning Commission shall compile a list of proposed amendments received
during a year in preparation for a report to provide pertinent information on each proposal,
and recommend action on the proposed amendments. The comprehensive plan amendment
process should adhere to the adoption process specified by the Nebraska State Statutes
and should provide for organized participation and involvement of interested citizens and
stakeholders.
Since this plan is a living, breathing document, it needs to be monitored for continued
relevancy. Although the plan uses a 20-year planning time period, intervening time points
should be utilized to measure progress toward long term goals, to make adjustments based
on changed conditions or preferences, and to provide short and mid-term guidance for land
use decisions. In doing so, the ultimate planning time period will move as well, constantly
evolving to keep the plan current and relevant.

Approximately every five years, the Comprehensive Plan should undergo a major update.
Five years is recommended as the appropriate time interval for major updates for several
reasons. More frequent updates creates a burden on village staff and resources. Less
frequent updates risks the relevancy of the plan. Finally, federal census data is available
every decade, making a five-year review period the midpoint between census updates. The
common elements of a five-year update include reviewing and extending growth projections,
reviewing community goals, and analyzing amendments.

Annual Review of the Plan

A relevant, up-to-date plan is critical to its on-going planning success. To maintain the
confidence and buy-in of both the public and private sectors, and to incorporate updates,
the plan must stay current. An annual review should occur where the Comprehensive Plan
Citizen Advisory Committee, Planning Commission, Village Board, residents, and village staff
are able to review the plan and recommend necessary changes.

After adoption of the comprehensive plan, opportunities should be provided to identify any
changes in conditions that would impact elements or policies of the plan. The annual review
process needs to involve regularly monitoring trends and changes in the local, regional,
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state, and federal landscape. Such trends and changes may include changes in development
activity and use, trends in development regulation amendments, and changes in planning and
zoning law. At the beginning of each year at the annual review, a report should be prepared
by the Comprehensive Plan Citizen Advisory Committee and/or the Planning Commission
that provides information and recommendations on whether the plan is current in respect
to population and economic changes, and if the recommended policies are still valid for the
village and its long-term growth.
The Planning Commission should hold a public hearing on this report to:
•

Provide citizens or developers with an opportunity to comment and/or present
possible changes to the plan

•

Bring forth any issues, or identify any changes in conditions which may impact the
validity of the plan

•

Identify any changes in the status of projects or action items called for in the plan

If the Commission finds major policy issues or major changes in basic assumptions or
conditions have arisen which could necessitate revisions to the plan, they should recommend
changes or further study of those changes.

Conditions of Plan Amendment

Comprehensive plan amendment procedures are necessary to determine what constitutes
conformity or non-conformity with the plan. It is impossible to set hard and fast rules for
such decisions but consistent criteria should be used when making this determination. The
following criteria are recommended:
•
•
•

•

A request for increases in residential density or non-residential floor area in excess
of the guidelines established in the plan, depending upon the degree of increase,
may require a plan amendment.
Land use request involving minor differences from those shown in the plan should
be considered in conformity with the plan unless precedent would best for more
extensive and non-conforming changes in adjacent areas.

Requests for variations or changes in the alignment of designated roadways should
be considered in conformity if the continuity of the roadway is maintained, the
alignment does not result in traffic safety issues or reductions in needed capacity, does
not constrain the proper development of contiguous properties, and does not conflict
with or preempt other planned uses or facilities.
Requests to deviate from plan-specific requirements, such as open space and traffic
reduction measures generally should not be permitted in order to ensure equitable
treatment of all property owners and to avoid arbitrary decisions which would
undermine the legal foundation of the plan. If changes are to be made, they should be
done through a plan amendment process.
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The final criteria must always be whether the request, whatever its nature, will set a
precedent for cumulative changes which are not consistent with the plan. Therefore,
in those instances where the implications of the request are not easily observed or
detected, a request for a plan amendment should be required.

Evaluating Land Developments

The interpretation of the plan should be comprised of a continuous and related series of
analyses, with references to the goals and objectives/policies, the overall land use plan, and
specific land use policies. Moreover, when considering specific proposed developments,
interpretation of the plan should include a thorough review of all sections of the plan.

If a development proposal is not consistently supported by the comprehensive plan, serious
consideration should be given to making modifications to the proposal, or the following
criteria should be used to determine if a comprehensive plan amendment would be justified:
•

The character of the adjacent parcels or neighborhoods

•

The suitability of the property for the uses allowed under the current zoning
designation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The zoning and uses on nearby properties

The type and extent of positive or negative impact that may affect adjacent properties,
or the village at large, if the request is approved
The impact of the proposal on public utilities and facilities

The length of time that the subject and adjacent properties have been utilized for
their current uses

The benefits of the proposal to the public health, safety, and welfare compared to 		
the hardship imposed on the applicant if the request is not allowed
Comparison between the Existing Land Use Plan and the proposed change regarding
the relative conformance to the goals and objectives/policies
Consideration of professional staff recommendations
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RECOMMENDATIONS

As part of the implementation process for the Greenwood Comprehensive Plan, various
recommendations are suggested. These recommendations are based upon public input, staff
input, observations, and experience. Such recommended actions are classified as immediate,
short-term, long-term, and continuing. These actions are only recommendations and may
change annually.

Immediate Recommendations

1. Adopt the Greenwood Comprehensive Plan.
2. Evaluate current zoning and subdivision regulations and zoning districts based
upon the adopted comprehensive plan.
3. Pursue funding opportunities to provide improvements/development of village
infrastructure.

Short-Term Recommendations

1. Promote and enforce nuisance ordinances relating to property maintenance and
dilapidated housing.
2. Work toward developing a Railroad Quiet Zone through the community.
3. Work to lessen the risk of flooding and help with the stormwater drainage issues
in the community, by updating, maintaining and/or cleaning storm drains, culverts,
and drainage ditches.

Long-Term Recommendations

1. Consider developing and implementing a Capital Improvements Plan.
2. Develop a Facilities Management Plan to determine needs for all village facilities
and infrastructure.
3. Educate residents, businesses, and property owners with respect to development
methods and practices that reduce the amount of runoff, erosion, and pollutants.
4. Develop design guidelines for properties adjacent to Highway 6.

Continuing Recommendations

1. Develop an annual public education program for residents, businesses, and
property owners that provides information about the ongoing planning process
and how they can be involved.
2. Organize an annual ‘town hall meeting’ to evaluate how implementation strategies
are working, if goals and objectives are being achieved, and to identify new issues.
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